
Leigh Saunders in Hard Times: A Critical
Exploration
Charles Dickens's Hard Times is a seminal work of Victorian literature that
offers a scathing critique of the social and economic conditions of the
Industrial Revolution. The novel follows the lives of the Coketown workers
and their struggle to survive in a harsh and unforgiving world. Among the
memorable characters in the novel is Leigh Saunders, a young union
leader who emerges as a symbol of hope and resistance against the
oppressive forces of industrial capitalism.
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Leigh Saunders: A Symbol of Hope

One of the most striking aspects of Leigh Saunders is his unwavering
optimism and belief in the power of collective action. Unlike the other
workers in Coketown who have been crushed by the soul-crushing weight
of their work, Leigh retains a sense of hope and vitality. He recognizes the
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inherent inequality and injustice in the system and is determined to fight for
the rights of the workers.

Leigh's optimism is rooted in his belief in the power of education. He
understands that the working class cannot truly liberate itself without the
tools of knowledge and enlightenment. He establishes a night school where
he teaches the workers to read and write, hoping to empower them with the
ability to understand their own condition and to challenge the existing order.

The Wages Fund Theory

One of the key themes in Hard Times is the debate over the wages fund
theory. This theory argued that there was a fixed amount of money
available for wages, and that any increase in wages would only lead to a
decrease in the number of jobs available. In other words, the theory
justified low wages and limited opportunities for workers.

Leigh Saunders rejects the wages fund theory as a cruel and inhumane
doctrine. He argues that the theory is used by the wealthy industrialists to
justify their exploitation of the working class. Leigh believes that there is no
fixed limit to the wealth that can be created in a society, and that the
workers deserve a fair share of the profits that they generate.

The Strike

Leigh's activism and his rejection of the wages fund theory eventually lead
to a strike by the Coketown workers. The strike is a pivotal moment in the
novel as it represents the workers' attempt to break free from the
oppression of the industrial system. Leigh plays a key role in organizing the
strike and in leading the workers in their demands for better wages and
working conditions.



However, the strike ultimately fails, and the workers are forced to return to
work on the factory owners' terms. This defeat is a major setback for Leigh
and the other workers, but it does not extinguish their spirit of resistance.

The Power of Love

In addition to his political activism, Leigh Saunders is also a deeply caring
and compassionate individual. He is deeply in love with Rachael, a factory
worker who shares his ideals. Their love is a source of strength and
support for both of them, and it helps them to endure the hardships of their
lives.

Leigh's love for Rachael also humanizes him and makes him more than
just a political symbol. He is a complex and multifaceted character who is
capable of great love and compassion.

Leigh Saunders is one of the most important and complex characters in
Hard Times. He represents the hope and resistance of the working class
against the oppressive forces of industrial capitalism. His unwavering
optimism, his belief in education, and his love for Rachael make him a
powerful and inspiring figure.

While the strike may have failed, Leigh's legacy lives on. He inspired the
workers of Coketown to fight for their rights, and he helped to lay the
foundation for the labor movement that would eventually improve the lives
of millions of workers.
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Pretime Piano Jazz Blues Primer Level: A
Comprehensive Guide to the Basics of Piano
Jazz and Blues
The Pretime Piano Jazz Blues Primer Level is a comprehensive guide to
the basics of piano jazz and blues. It is designed for beginners and...

Surviving and Thriving with the Self-Absorbed:
A Comprehensive Guide
Interacting with self-absorbed individuals can be a challenging and
emotionally draining experience. Their incessant focus on themselves,
lack of empathy, and inability...
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